
Danbury Green Team (U10)  6-2  Writtle Green Team 

 

A splendid victory for Danbury over their closest rivals and winners of this 

years' AEGON league (courtesy of a 4-3 victory earlier in the season).  Not 

quite enough to keep the Chelmsford Doubles title hopes alive but enough to 

secure runner up spot with one match to go.  The two matches involving the 

Writtle top pair were close encounters played in good spirit with both teams 

playing excellent tennis - both matches lasting well over 75 minutes.  The 

number of pure winners was very high and the overall standard the best seen 

this season - a joy to watch.  Although Dan and Owen lost out 2-0 they 

should have at least tied as they were the dominant team in the first set 

and should/could have closed out the tie break when leading 5-3 but c'est la 

vie as they say in Spain.  This pairing certainly had something to prove in 

their second match as they powered to a love love match dropping only a 

handful of points along the way.  In fact they finished Just as the top 

pairs reached 2-2 in their first set!  Conor and Alex are a fantastic 

pairing - Alex exuding confidence and calmness personified, Conor all power 

and emotion.  They needed all these attributes to overcome the strong 

Writtle pairing of Hibbitt and Wall - Hibbitt superb across the back court, 

retrieving everything, and Wall alert and dangerous at the net.  To their 

credit the Danbury pair outplayed, out-thought, and in the end overpowered 

their gutsy opponents in their match of the season.  Well Done Boys! 

 

 

Conor Hall & Alex Porter (Danbury) beat Bradley Hibbitt & Freddie Wall 

5-4 4-2 

Conor Hall & Alex Porter (Danbury)  beat Charlie Craig & Ollie Readman  4-1 

4-1 

Dan Atkinson & Owen Hind (Danbury)  beat Charlie Craig & Ollie Readman  4-0 

4-0 

Dan Atkinson & Owen Hind (Danbury)  lost to Bradley Hibbitt & Freddie Wall 

4-5 2-4 


